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New wetlands staff at Ecology

CRO 

Alicia Schulz

ERO 

Matt Fisher

NWRO

Leah Beckett

SWRO

Lizzie Carp

Meghan Tait 
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https://ecology.wa.gov/Water-Shorelines/Wetlands/Tools-resources/Contacts-by-subject-region


Topics

New Ecology wetlands staff

Updates to: 

Joint Agency Mitigation Guidance

Ecology’s CAO guidance



Wetland Mitigation Guidance Update

https://ecology.wa.gov/Water-Shorelines/Wetlands/Mitigation/Interagency-guidance
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1994:

State Wetland Integration Strategy

- Single wetland definition

- Single delineation manual

- State funding

- Watershed approach

- Banking

How we got here



1999-2001:
Wetland Mitigation Evaluation Studies 

• “50% of mitigation projects are successful”

• Not achieving no net loss policy

• Correlation with agency follow up and 
compliance

• Need better guidance

2002: Phase 3

• Develop and field test a mitigation 
project tracking and compliance 
system

• Informs improved guidance!
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How we got here



2003: Develop new tracking system 

Improved ability to identify wetland 401/AOs

2004 -2006 : Update mitigation guidance 
document 

Part 1:   Mitigation Policies and Guidance

Part 2:  Developing Mitigation Plans
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How we got here



2006 – 2008: Wetland Regulatory Effectiveness Program

• Current program initiated with grant funding 
from EPA to develop the program and perform 
some compliance reviews

2007 – 2008:  The “Mitigation That Works” Initiative 

• MTW Forum and associated legislative budget 
add supports ongoing compliance activities
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How we got here



Why 
update?

2008: Federal mitigation rule
2009: State wetland mitigation banking rule
2010: Site selection guidance
2012: Advance mitigation guide
2012: Credit debit method
2014: Updated wetland rating system
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Mainly to Incorporate New Mitigation 
Rules/Guidance



Update 
Process

• Received EPA grant funds

• Established Advisory Team with EPA, Corps, 
and Ecology staff

• Ongoing input from Ecology’s Wetlands 
Technical Advisory Group and WSDOT 
environmental staff

• Pre-public draft review by state agencies, 
tribes, local governments
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Content
Ch 1: Introduction
Ch 2: A primer on the wetland regulatory process 
Ch 3: Overview of how to prepare for the wetland 
regulatory process
Ch 4: Compensation approaches (permittee 
responsible, programmatic) 
Ch 5: Compensation methods (creation, restoration, 
enhancement, preservation) 
Ch 6: Location, amount, buffers, and aquatic resource 
tradeoffs
Ch 7:  Other considerations (ESA, invasive species, 
climate change)
Ch 8: Stormwater and wetlands
Appendices: Contacts, Summary of Regulations 11
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Highlighted changes

New Key Message: 

Provide corridors and connectivity to other habitats. 

• The concept of corridors and habitat-patch networks has 
been incorporated throughout the document.
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Renewed Emphasis on Avoidance and Minimization

• Avoid wetlands

• Minimize wetland impacts

• Then, after all practicable measures have been taken, 
compensate for remaining wetland impacts. 

• Document rationale in mitigation plan. 

• Refer to Avoidance & minimization checklist on Ecology’s web 
page.

Highlighted changes

https://ecology.wa.gov/Water-Shorelines/Wetlands/Mitigation/Avoidance-and-minimization


Avoidance & minimization checklists

• Use the avoidance and 
minimization checklist. 

• Provides examples of 
how to accomplish 
avoidance and 
minimization during 
site analysis, project 
design, and 
construction.

• Avoidance & 
minimization checklist 
on Ecology’s web page.
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https://ecology.wa.gov/Water-Shorelines/Wetlands/Mitigation/Avoidance-and-minimization
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Highlighted changes

Added descriptions and examples for more types of impacts:

• Permanent conversions

• Indirect impacts

• Shading

• Cumulative impacts 

• Impacts associated with restoration projects.
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• Preference for using credit/debit method in certain cases (e.g. in 
lieu fee, preservation or enhancement only)

• Lowered (improved) ratios for preservation (now the same as 
enhancement).

• Expanded section on advance mitigation. Includes a description of 
3 options for crediting and using advance mitigation. 

Highlighted changes
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Highlighted changes

Chapter 6 (Location, amount, buffers, and 
aquatic resource tradeoffs)

6A: Choosing the location using a watershed approach. 

6B: Identifying the Amount.  

6C: Determining buffers.  

6D: In-kind, Out of Kind, and Resource Tradeoffs
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Q:  Does this update affect local government 
regulations? Will this guidance trigger local 
government CAO or SMP updates?

A: This guidance update does not affect current local 
government regulations, nor does it trigger a need to 
immediately update. 

It does provide additional guidance and information 
that local governments can use in implementing their 
regulations. 

We recommend that they reference language in the 
2021 guidance in their next scheduled update. 



CAO Guidance update



CAO Guidance update highlights

• Buffer tables that incorporate shift in low habitat “bucket”

• Additional buffer approach options (Alt. 1 & 2 from Volume 2)

• Updated and expanded examples of minimization measures

• Incorporation of mitigation guidance (e.g. ratio tables)

• Additional detail and references to legal decisions associated 
w/ CAO’s





Minimization measures

We’ve added clarifying text 

and introduction to this part.

E.g.:  

Not a complete list

Implement as many as 

possible

Local staff works with 

applicant 



Alt 1 & 2 tables



CAO Guidance update highlights

• New section on functionally disconnected buffers

• Clarified corridor requirements and expanded applicability

• Clarified geographic scope of exemption guidance for small 
wetlands 

• Updated links to resource documents and web pages

• Updated definitions 



Looking forward to 2023

• Training on mitigation guidance

• Outreach on revised CAO guidance
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